We present a new technique that enables software recovery in legacy applications by retrofitting exception-handling capabilities, error virtualization using rescue points. We introduce the idea of "rescue points" as program locations to which an application can recover its execution in the presence of failures. The use of rescue points reduces the chance of unanticipated execution paths thereby making recovery more robust by mimicking system behavior under controlled error conditions. These controlled error conditions can be thought of as a set erroneous inputs, like the ones used by most quality-assurance teams during software development, designed to stress-test an application. To discover rescue points applications are profiled and monitored during tests that bombard the program with bad/random inputs. The intuition is that by monitoring application behavior during these runs, we gain insight into how programmer-tested program points are used to propagate faults gracefully.
Introduction
In the absence of perfect software, error toleration and recovery techniques become a necessary complement to proactive approaches. The pressing need for techniques that address the issue of recovering execution in the presence of faults is reflected by recent emergence of a few novel research ideas [17, 20] . For example, error virtualization operates under the assumption that there exists a mapping between the set of errors that could occur during a program's execution (e.g., a caught buffer overflow attack, or an illegal memory reference exception) and the limited set of errors that are explicitly handled by the program's code. Thus, a failure that would cause the program to crash is translated into a return with an error code from the function in which the fault occurred (or from one of its ancestors in the stack). These techniques, despite their novelty in dealing with this pressing issue, have met much controversy, primarily due to the lack of guarantees, in terms of altering program semantics, that can be provided. Masking the occurrence of faults will always carry this stigma since it forces programs down unexpected execution paths. However, we believe that the basic premise of masking failures to permit continued program execution is promising, and our goal is to minimize the likelihood of undesirable side-effects.
We outline a new technique for retrofitting legacy applications with exception-handling capabilities. Our approach consists of a general software fault-recovery mechanism that uses operating system virtualization techniques to provide "rescue points" to which an application can recover execution in the presence of faults [13] . When a fault occurs at an arbitrary location in the program, we restore program execution to a "rescue point" and imitate its observed behavior to propagate errors and recover execution. The use of rescue points reduces the chance of unanticipated execution paths, thereby making recovery more robust, by mimicking system behavior under controlled error conditions. These controlled error conditions can be thought of as a set of erroneous inputs, like the ones used by most quality assurance teams during software development, designed to stress test an application. To discover "rescue points", applications are profiled and monitored during tests that bombard the program with "bad input". The intuition is that by monitoring application behavior during these runs, we gain insight into how programmer-tested program points propagate faults gracefully.
The key difference between this work and previous techniques that try to be oblivious to occurrence of faults [17, 19, 20] is the type of impact on program semantics. Rescue points do not try to mask errors in a demonstration of blind faith. In fact, rescue points force the exact opposite behavior: they induce faults at locations that are known (or strongly suspected) to handle faults correctly. We achieve this through an offline analysis phase, in which we profile programs during erroneous test runs in order to build a behavioral model for the application. Using this model, we discover candidate rescue points. We then use a set of software probes that monitor the application for specific types of faults. Upon detection of a fault, an operating system recovery mechanism is invoked that allows the application to rollback application state to a rescue point and replay execution pretending that an error has occurred. Using con-tinuous hypothesis testing, we confirm that our action has repaired the fault by re-running the application against the event sequence that apparently caused the failure. We focus on automatic healing of services against newly detected faults, including (but not limited to) software attacks.
This work focuses on server-type applications for two reasons: they typically have higher availability requirements than user-oriented applications, and they tend to have short error-propagation distances [17] , i.e., an error that might occur during the processing of a request has little or no impact on the service of future requests. To provide an analogy, if one considers an organization like NASA, history has shown that it would not make sense to use a mechanism like error virtualization on a software system that calculates space-travel trajectories since the correctness of the results cannot be guaranteed. However, the software on the Mars Rover would benefit greatly from a technique that allows for continued execution in the presence of faults [18] . Our plans for future work include investigating the applicability of this technique to client applications.
Related Work
The acceptability envelope, a region of imperfect but acceptable software systems that surround a perfect system, as introduced by Rinard [15] promotes the idea that current software development efforts might be misdirected, based on the observation that certain regions of a program can be neglected without adversely affecting the overall availability of the system. To support these claims, a number of case studies are presented where introducing faults such as an off-by-one error does not produce unacceptable behavior. This work supports our claim that most complex systems contain the necessary framework to propagate faults gracefully and the error toleration allowed by our system expands the acceptability envelope of a given application.
In the same motif, Rinard et al. [16, 17] developed failure-oblivious computing, an instantiation of which is a compiler that inserts code to deal with writes to unallocated memory by virtually expanding the target buffer. Such a capability aims toward the same goal our system does: provide a more robust fault response rather than simply crashing. Because the program code is extensively re-written to include the necessary checks for every memory access, their system incurs overheads ranging from 80% up to 500% for a variety of different applications. Similar to our previous work [19, 20] , there is only limited empirical examination of the side effects on the program execution. Finally, this technique is only applicable to memory errors, whereas our technique can be applied to a variety of faults.
One of the most critical concerns with recovering from software faults and vulnerability exploits is ensuring the consistency and correctness of program data and state. An important contribution in this area is Automatic Datastructure Repair [8] , which discusses mechanisms for detecting corrupted data structures and fixing them to match some pre-specified constraints. While the precision of the fixes with respect to the semantics of the program is not guaranteed, their test cases continued to operate when faults were randomly injected. Similar results are shown in YBranches [21] : when program execution is forced to take the "wrong" path at a branch instruction, program behavior remains the same in over half the times.
In the Rx system [14] applications are periodically checkpointed and continuously monitored for faults. When an error occurs, the process state is rolled back and replayed in a new "environment". If the changes in the environment do not cause the bug to manifest, the program will have survived that specific software failure. However, previous work [6, 7] found that over 86% of application faults are independent of the operating environment and entirely deterministic and repeatable, and that recovery is likely to be successful only through application-specific (or applicationaware) techniques. Thus, it seems likely that Rx is only applicable in a small number of cases.
Approach
From a bird's eye view, our system provides a general mechanism that applications can use to recover execution in the presence of faults. Our approach can be summarized by the following set of off-line and on-line actions. Offline, applications are profiled during "bad runs" in order to build an application behavioral model. These bad runs are generated by regression tests, if available, or through input fuzzing techniques [3, 10] , that stress the error handling capabilities of applications. The intuition is that there exists a set of programmer-tested application points that are routinely used to propagate "expected" errors. In turn, these application points can be harnessed to recover from failures and thus maintain system availability. Using this model, we isolate program locations that can be used as candidate rescue points. On-line, our architecture allows for the use of a variety of fault monitors. Upon detection of a fault, application state is rolled back to a predetermined program location, a rescue point, where the program is forced to return an error, imitating the behavior observed during the erroneous runs.
The different components are illustrated in Figure 1 : A set of sensors that continuously monitor the application for faults and takes control whenever one is detected; an Error Virtualization component that is responsible for determining values to inject in case of a fault; a rescue-point discovery component used to identify candidate rescue points through static and analysis; a recovery enabler that employs a checkpoint-restart mechanism to capture the state of the application and rollback back to a saved state; a patch generator that produces rescue-point-enabled patches for vul- (1) Sensors monitor the application for faults (2) when a fault is detected, the function where it manifested is protected using one of fault detection techniques (3) a rescue point is determined and inserted into the application (4) a patch containing the protection and rescue point is inserted into the application (5) the generated patch is tested with the input that caused fault and general application behavior is monitored (6) the production version of the server is updated with the patch (7) application is now able to detect and recover from the fault using error virtualization.
nerable applications; a testing environment in which the proposed patches are evaluated subsequently evaluated; and a patch insertion tool that facilitates the insertion of approved patches into running binaries. All of the components are designed to operate without human intervention in order to minimize reaction time. In the remaining of this section we elaborate on each of these components.
Rescue-point Discovery
Determining an acceptable recovery point is of pivotal importance to error virtualization. It determines, to a large extent, the likelihood that the application will survive a fault. Two mechanisms are used for the discovery of rescue points: one static and one dynamic with more prevalence given to the latter.
Dynamic Analysis: Dynamic analysis is the preferred mechanism for discovering suitable rescue points because it grants unambiguous insight into application behavior. In particular, our goal is to learn how an application responds to "bad input", under controlled conditions, and use this knowledge to map previously unseen faults to a set of observed fault behavior. The intuition is that there exists a set of programmer-tested application points that are routinely used to propagate "expected" errors. For example, we would like to see how a program normally propagates faults when stress-tested by quality assurance tests. Learn- restores application state to the rescue point (6) once application state is restored, the rescue point forces an error return using the value determined by the EV component.
ing from "bad behavior" has been used in machine learning and subsequently intrusion detection systems but to the best of our knowledge has not being used to recover from software faults. Specifically, we instrument applications by inserting monitoring code at every function's entry and exit points using the run-time injection capabilities of dyninst [2] , a runtime binary injection tool. The instrumentation records both function parameters and return types and values while the application is bombarded with faults. From these traces, we extract function call-graphs along with the return type information for each point in the graph. We call these graphs the rescue graphs. The rescue-graphs are used as program slices at function-level granularity that can, in turn, be used to isolate the control-flow of a fault and define possible rescue points.
Static Analysis: Static analysis is used to augment the findings of the dynamic analysis techniques described above. Specifically, we use static analysis in order to facilitate with error virtualization and rescue point discovery. For error virtualization, static analysis can help determine appropriate error return values through code inspection and backward program slicing. In detail, we explore the backward path originating at the manifestation of a fault to determine where the vulnerable function resides on the call tree. At that point, we examine how the return value of the function gets used in the function handling code. This provides insight into what kind of values we can use during error virtualization. For example, when a function's return values are used in control statements followed by exit statements this provides fertile ground for using this value as an appropriate return value during error virtualization. During this process we also pay close attention to the offending program slice for any problematic error virtualization cases, including I/O that is performed along with the use of global variable and the existence of signal-handling code.
Error Virtualization Using Rescue Points
Here, we describe the basic concept of error virtualization using rescue points and examine the basic building blocks of the system. As illustrated in Figure 2 , error virtualization can be summarized by the following steps: checkpoint application state at rescue point; monitor application for fault; when a fault occurs, undo state changes made by the function, all the way back to the rescue point; after restoring execution to a rescue point, force error return using observed value Error Virtualization When a fault is detected, using one of the available fault detection techniques, the call-stack is examined to derive the sequence of functions that led to the fault. At that point, we compare the call-stack with the rescue-graph to derive common nodes. The common nodes form a set of candidate rescue points. Candidate rescue points are then filtered according to their return type. For this particular implementation, candidate rescue points are functions with non-pointer return types or function that return pointers but the observed return value is NULL. Functions that return pointers require a deeper inspection of the data-structures to ascertain the values of their return types beyond the simple case of returning a NULL. Preliminary empirical examination shows that the examined C programs tend to favor the use of integer return types as failure indicators. After the function filtering, we have the final set of candidate rescue points. At that point, the candidate rescuepoint graph is used to determine potential rescue points.
The function where the fault occurred forms the root of the tree. For each node in the rescue-graph, we replay the input that caused the failure and successively try error virtualization at each of the nodes. With the protection mechanism in place, faults are "caught" by the application monitor and program state is rolled back to the rescue point. The rescue point, examines the rescue-graph to determine which value to force as a return. This value is derived by analyzing the return values of the rescue-point function.
Using the example in Figure 2 , when an error is detected in function bad(), we first extract the call-stack, which includes functions bar() and foo(). Assuming that the rescue-graph contains every function found in the call stack, we initiate error virtualization with the root node, bad().
We iterate the rescue-graph attempting error virtualization on nodes bad() and bar() until we reach function foo() that recovers program execution without side effects.
In the case where there is no overlap between the rescue and function call-graphs there are alternative recovery mechanisms that can be used. First, we can recover to a programmer-annotated point or we iterate through the callstack of the vulnerable function (potentially all the way to main) until we find a suitable rescue point, i.e., one that doesn't crash the application by applying the heuristics described in previous work [20] .
Fault Detection Monitors
We treat the fault-detection component as a black box, which need only be able to notify the fault monitor of the occurrence of a fault. In addition to standard operating system error handling (e.g. illegal memory dereferences, etc.), we use additional mechanisms for detecting memory errors. There are a number of available fault detection components that can detect memory errors (such as ProPolice [9] and TaintCheck [12] ) and some that detect violations to underlying security policies [1, 11] . For the purposes of our system, we use two fault detection components that have been previously developed [19, 20] that offer tradeoffs between performance overhead and the range of faults that they can detect. For this implementation, we assume source-code availability but we plan to address applicability to commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) software in future work.
Decision: Hypothesis Testing
Once a candidate rescue point has been elected, the system proceeds to the patch testing and analysis phase. At this stage, to verify the efficacy of the proposed fix, the rescue-enabled version of the application is restarted and supplied with the input that caused the fault to manifest (or the N most recent inputs if the offending one cannot be easily identified, where N is a configurable parameter). If the application crashes, a new fix is created using the next available candidate "rescue point" and the testing and analysis phase is repeated. For our initial approach, we are primarily concerned with failures where there is a one-to-one correspondence between inputs and failures, and not with those that are caused by a combination of inputs. Note, however, that many of the latter type of failures are in fact addressed by our system, because the last input (and code leading to a failure) will be recognized as "problematic" and handled as we have discussed.
If the fix does not introduce any faults that cause the application to crash, the application is examined for semantic bugs using a set of user-supplied tests. The purpose of these tests are to provide some level of confidence on the semantic correctness of the generated patch. For example, an on-line vendor could run tests that make sure that client orders can be submitted and processed by the system.
Discussion
One of the most critical concerns with recovering from software faults and vulnerability exploits is ensuring the consistency and correctness of program data and state. This is an issue that is present in the majority of recovery efforts. The presence of rescue points, whether derived automatically or with programmer assistance, can alleviate most of the concerns with unpredictable execution paths but alas not completely dismiss them. In this section, we examine, in more detail, the advantages and disadvantages of fault recovery in general and error virtualization in particular.
Fault Response: A fault recovery mechanism must evaluate and choose a response from a wide array of choices. Currently, when encountering a fault, a system can pick from the following options: crash [9] , crash and be restarted by a monitor [4, 5] , return arbitrary values [16, 17] , change environment and replay [14] , slice off the functionality [19, 20] , or jump to a safe (rescue) point and force error.
Previous approaches focused on crash-based methods, working under the assumption that there is no acceptable alternative. More recent work [17, 20] showed that there exists a set of alternative reactive techniques that seem to work well in practice. We elect to take the last approach of recovering execution to safe points and forcing errors in a program's execution. Early experimentation has shown that this choice seems to work extremely well. This phenomenon also appears at the machine instruction level [21] . However, there is a fundamental problem in choosing a particular response. Since the high-level behavior of any system cannot be algorithmically determined, the system must be careful to avoid cases where the response would take execution down a semantically (from the viewpoint of the programmer's intent) incorrect path. An example of this type of problem is skipping a check in sshd which would allow an otherwise unauthenticated user to gain access to the system. We posit that through the use of rescue points, we are able to minimize (unfortunately not eliminate) the uncertainty that a program will go down an unexpected execution path. The reason we are able to make such claims stems from the fact we opt to use as recovery points, positions in the program that are known to propagate errors. If higher level of assurance is required, one can rely on the programmer to provide annotations as to which parts of the code should be used for recovery and which should not be circumvented.
Programming with Error Virtualization: In this paper, we focus on fully automated techniques for every aspect of our system. However, it would not be prudent to dismiss the use of programmer assistance in program recovery. In particular, programmers can design software with error virtualization in mind, where specific locations in the code can be assigned, a priori, as rescue points that propagate faults gracefully. Programmer insight is difficult to replicate with automated techniques, especially when dealing with code cleanup and efficiency. We envision that programming with error virtualization will prove easier than dealing with language specific constructs, such as exception handling, since attention can be focused on a few select program points.
Applicability to safe languages: A pressing question that always comes up when discussing techniques that aim to protect legacy applications written in unsafe languages is: can we avoid the problems we are trying to solve by using a safe dialect? Unfortunately, it seems that having the appropriate language constructs for handling errors (exceptions) solves some of the issues but it is far from a panacea. This is especially true for large evolving systems where the complexity of the system makes it very difficult to cover all corner cases. Our approach can be applied to such systems by creating a map between the finite set of existing error handling capabilities and the infinite set of future add-on capabilities of a system. We often see systems that begin with the best of intentions, trying to cover error cases but as features creep in to the product the complexity of examining all cases becomes prohibitively large.
Availability: One of the principal goals of our work is to help reduce system down-time and consequently increase service availability in the face of failures and attacks. We anticipate that the reduction of down-time will be nonnegligible; error virtualization relies on the fault detection monitors detecting faults, finding appropriate rescue points, create a patch and inserting the patch to the running application. This process requires some down-time but the cost is amortized since this cost is incurred once per detected vulnerability. Combining our approach with techniques such as micro-rebooting [4, 5] is a topic of future research.
Dealing with non-server type applications: The success of our system in recovering program execution can be explained partly by the basic characteristics of the types of applications that we examine. As articulated in [17] , server type applications tend to have short error propagation distances and forcing errors in one request has little if any impact on future requests. While server application might have an inherent advantage in propagating errors, we believe that most application are written with some error handling capabilities. Correctly identifying these rescue points should translate our approach to a wide range of applications, although, as mentioned previously, applications that rely on the integrity of their computation might be better off using an alternative strategy.
Conclusions
We have outlined error virtualization using rescue points, a new software self-healing technique for detecting, tolerating and recovering from software faults in server applications. Our approach leverages existing quality assur-ance testing to generate known bad inputs to an application to create a call graph of functions and their return values as potential rescue points. We then use target systems to detect software faults in the application caused by attacks to exploit software vulnerabilities, and obtain a resulting call stack. This is matched with the potential set of rescue points by rolling back and repeating execution with the fault to determine which rescue point can be used for recovering from the fault. Our system dynamically patches the running production application to self-checkpoint at the rescue point and, if a fault occurs, roll back to the checkpoint and return a known return value used to respond to bad input, which is used by the applications own built-in error handling mechanisms to recover from the fault. Our plans for future work include demonstrating the effectiveness of our technique using a battery of real and synthetic attacks and failures, and evaluating its performance impact on applications.
